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Abstract

Using light irradiation as a trigger, large-scale structural reconfiguration of DNA nanostructures is 

demonstrated. We incorporated photo-cleavable spacers at strategic locations within the short 

oligonucleotide strands connecting adjacent helices within a DNA origami sphere, and then used 

light to transform the sphere into two tethered hemispheres.

Self-assembly of DNA represents a powerful method of creating intricate two and three 

dimensional nanostructures.1,2 Recent advances in DNA nanotechnology have enabled the 

efficient fabrication of a large diversity of nanoscale objects in only one step.3–16 Utilization 

of these nanostructures for biomedical applications would be greatly advanced if they could 

undergo dynamic reconfigurations in response to specific stimuli.17–19 Several studies have 

demonstrated that chemicals such as oligonucleotides,7,20–23 bioactive small molecules,24,25 

or acid26 can be used effectively to trigger such transformations. For example, chemicals 

have been used to induce DNA devices to travel on patterned surfaces,27,28 undergo 

topological reconfiguration,21 or expose encapsulated cargo.22,24,25 Light irradiation 

represents another attractive stimulus because it can be controlled with high spatial and 

temporal resolution without the limitations associated with chemical diffusion. Recent 

studies have demonstrated the feasibilty of attaching light sensitive oligonucleotides to the 

surfaces of DNA origami allowing the assembly and dissasembly between multiple 2-D 

DNA origami particles29 or the release of protein cargo tethered outside of a 3-D origami.30 

The applications for dynamic DNA nanotechnology would be further expanded if light 

could be used to reconfigure the structures of DNA nanoparticles themselves, in addition to 

altering their connectivity to external factors.

Here we present a novel strategy to trigger large-scale structural reconfigurations within a 

DNA nanostructure via the strategic incorporation of photo-cleavable spacers as part of the 

structural component of a DNA origami nanoparticle. We designed an origami sphere 

containing photo-labile spacers within the crossovers (photo-crossovers) at desired locations 
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without interfering with the assembly of the nanostructure. Upon light irridiation, these 

origami spheres were transformed to two tethered hemispheres. Because crossovers are 

commonly used as a structual component for connecting adjacent helices in DNA origami 

designs, the strategy presented here can be broadly applied to a variety of DNA 

nanostructures. In addition to the superb spatiotemporal precision of light irradiation, light is 

also capable of penetrating into environments inaccessible to chemical stimuli such as the 

interiors of nanoparticles. The ability to trigger large-scale structural transformation using 

light, in addition to chemical controls, will greatly facilitate the applicability of dynamic 

DNA nanotechnology in various biomedical applications.

To provide a demonstration of a light controllable structural transformation, we designed a 

hollow DNA origami sphere as described by Han et al10 (Fig. 1a). In this sphere, the 

circular, single stranded genomic DNA of the m13 bacteriophage (the scaffold) was folded 

into staggered rings held together by short oligonucleotide crossovers (Fig. 1a insert, red 

strands). We hypothesized that if photo-crossovers were positioned throughout the 

structure’s equator, light irradiation would sever the covalent connections between the two 

hemispheres leading to a large structural reconfiguration. For the photo-cleavable linkage, 

we used ortho-nitrobenzyl (o-NB) groups which are ideal for DNA nanotechnology because 

they are commercially available and can be readily incorporated at desired positions within a 

crossover (Fig. 1b).31 Although the size of o-NB groups in our photo-crossovers is bigger 

than the phosphate bonds in conventional crossovers, structural interference is expected to 

be minimal when they are introduced into all crossovers within one plane of the sphere.

We first investigated the structural transition occurring in the absence of any crossover that 

holds the two rings together at the sphere’s equator. Because our structure does not utilize 

the entirety of the m13 sequence, we utilized the unfolded excess scaffold DNA as a design 

criterion to maximize the structural reconfiguration and positioned two equal length portions 

of unfolded DNA between the two largest rings at the equator of the sphere (Fig. 2a–c). We 

created spheres with and without all equator crossovers, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. When all 

equator crossovers were included in the reaction mixture, uniform spheres were observed in 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images (Fig. 2d). The particle diameters and DNA 

density were in good agreement with the design. Next, we created structures in the absence 

of any equator crossovers to mimic the complete cleavage of all equator crossovers, and 

observed well separated hemispheres rather than closed spheres. The separated hemispheres 

were up to ~100 nm apart (Fig. 2e), a length consistent with the predicted 106 nm length of 

the 311 base pairs of DNA located between the two hemispheres.32,33 Interestingly, the 

DNA strands connecting the two hemispheres were clearly visible in the TEM images. 

Although these strands represents only a small percentage of the overall m13 DNA length 

(8.6%), this linearized portion can create a separation distance larger than the diameter of 

the hemispheres/spheres. While the unfolded excess scaffold DNA has not been broadly 

used as a design consideration in DNA origami (for an exception, see reference 34), our 

results highlight that the excess DNA can have important consequences in dynamic DNA 

nanotechnology.

We next minimized the number of equator crossovers required to produce fully closed 

spheres so that fewer o-NB groups would need to be photolyzed to initiate a structural 
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reconfiguration upon light irradiation. We discovered that when only 3 of the 9 crossovers 

were used (2, 5, and 8 in Fig. 2a), closed spheres formed predominantly (Fig. S4). We then 

assembled light sensitized spheres containing photo-crossovers in the 3 identified locations, 

and found that closed spheres formed equally well with photo-crossovers compared to those 

formed with unmodified crossovers, suggesting that o-NB photo-spacer incorporation does 

not interfere with self-assembly despite the increase in distance they introduced between 

connected helices (Fig. S1, S5).

To test the efficiency of structural transitions, we illuminated the o-NB containing spheres 

with light. Upon 10 minutes of light irradiation at 302nm, most spheres underwent the 

predicted structural transformation from closed to open (Fig. 3a), as revealed by gel 

electrophoresis analysis (Fig. 3b) as well as TEM analysis (Fig. 3c, d). Upon close 

examination of the irradiated samples with TEM, we observed that the two hemispheres 

were well separated as predicted, and the excess scaffold DNA strands were clearly 

observable.

To characterize the detailed kinetics of light actuated structural reconfiguration, light 

sensitized spheres were irradiated for varying lengths of time, and the sphere opening was 

quantified using TEM (Fig. 4). We identified closed, partially open, and fully open spheres 

in the TEM images and calculated percent opening as the number of open spheres compared 

to all identified nanostructures. Nanostructures were only considered open if the scaffold 

DNA was observed connecting the two separated hemispheres. Adjacent hemispheres 

without visible scaffold DNA were always classified as partially open, and therefore our 

calculation likely underestimated the percentage of open spheres (see SI for details). In 

general, we saw a consistent increase over time in the percentage of open structures, which 

plateaued after 12 minutes (Fig. 4, blue bars). The plateauing at about 95% most likely 

signified complete structural opening, as our quantification method was conservative. We 

then irradiated spheres that lacked photo-crossovers without o-NB groups to verify that the 

light induced reconfiguration was specific to photo-spacer cleavage rather than a general 

effect of light irradiation such as heat generation. We observed negligible opening of these 

spheres even after 14 minutes of constant irradiation (Fig. 4, red bars), with about 1–2% of 

open structures. Because the percent opening remained unchanged throughout the time 

course of the experiment, the small percentage of open structures observed were most likely 

due to incomplete structural formation rather than non-specific opening. Together these 

results confirmed that o-NB cleavage was responsible for the observed DNA nanostructure 

reconfiguration.

To further examine the wavelength specificity of the reconfiguration process, we irradiated 

control and sensitized spheres with 365nm light, a wavelength inefficient in cleaving our o-

NB photo-spacers that are most sensitive to 300–350nm light.35 Control spheres showed no 

response to 365 nm light irradiation as expected (Fig. 4, red bars). However, we observed 

that 365nm light produced opening in approximately 9% of structures after 14 minutes of 

irradiation (Fig. 4 green bars). The slower kinetics observed were consistent with less 

efficient absorption of our o-NB groups with 365 nm light.35 Together, these results 

demonstrate that our photo-crossovers are more responsive to wavelengths of light near 300 

nm and suggest that DNA nanostructures may be reconfigured using different wavelengths 
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by using altered o-NB groups36 or different classes of photo-cleavable spacers.31 This would 

allow the use of longer wavelengths of light that are known to be less damaging to DNA or 

to have better tissue penetration. Indeed our structures began to show light induced damage 

after 10 minutes of illumination with 302 nm light, but not with 365 nm (Fig. S8).

In conclusion, we demonstrated a novel strategy using light to induce large structural 

reconfiguration in DNA origami nanostructures by strategically positioning photo-cleavable 

o-NB groups between adjacent DNA helixes. No reduction in folding efficiency was 

observed when these photo-cleavable spacers were used, despite the increased distance 

placed between the helices. Cleavage of the spacers with light irradiation led to the drastic 

structural transition from a sphere into two tethered hemispheres. This approach used 

commercially available DNA modifications and was accomplished through remote light 

irradiation. The use of photo-crossovers can be broadly applied to various DNA 

nanostructures that contain aligned crossovers between adjacent helices. It could also be 

applied to create light-initiated release of cargo within DNA structures with high spatial and 

temporal resolution. Because of the noninvasive nature of light, it is likely that this strategy 

can be used when structural targets are too sterically encumbered to be accessible to 

chemical reagents, when the addition of chemical reagents is impractical, or as an 

orthogonal stimulus in conjunction with chemical stimuli. Such criteria may be important in 

creating a new generation of dynamic DNA nanostructures that rely on moveable parts 

where precise control of a nanoparticle’s shape needs to be actuated in a predictable and 

controllable fashion.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig 1. 
(a) Schematic diagram of the light reconfigurable DNA sphere. The cylinder represents the 

scaffold DNA strand, and the top and bottom hemispheres are shown as white and blue 

respectively. The excess scaffold is omitted. Insert: The red helices represent the crossover 

strands that connect the top (white) and bottom (blue) scaffold helices. (b) Depiction of the 

separation of adjacent helices that would result when photo-crossovers were cleaved with 

light.
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Fig. 2. 
DNA sphere reconfiguration upon modification of staple crossovers at strategic locations 

connecting the two equator scaffold strands. (a) Flattened, (b) unfolded, and (c) full 

depiction of the DNA sphere. Red double lines indicate the location of the crossovers at the 

hemisphere equator. Grey lines indicate the location of the unfolded scaffold DNA. TEM 

images of the nanostructure created in the presence (d) and absence (e) of the staple 

crossover pairs 1–9. Scale bars equal 50 nm. nt = nucleotides
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Figure 3. 
Light-triggered transformation of the DNA sphere into to two hemispheres. (a) Schematic 

depiction of the structural reconfiguration of the sphere upon exposure to light. (b) 

Fluorescent image of SYBR Safe stained 1.8% agarose gel showing successful photo-

reconfiguration of the DNA sphere. L = 1kb ladder, m13 = m13 DNA scaffold, 1 = Closed 

sphere containing o-nb photo-crossovers, 2 = Sphere containing o-nb photo-crossovers after 

10 min light irradiation. TEM images of the nanostructures before (c) and after light 

irradiation (d). Scale bars are 100 nm (zoom out) and 50 nm (zoom in).
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Fig. 4. 
Kinetics of light induced structural reconfiguration. Fraction of total structures that were 

identified as in open configurations were quantified upon irradiation with varying period of 

light. Spheres containing either unmodified or photo-crossovers were irradiated with either 

302 nm or 365 nm light. Only nanostructures containing photo-crossovers irradiated at 302 

nm showed increased opening over time.
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